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 lithering over my weakened body, 
twisting down my legs and finally 
disappearing beyond my mangled 
feet, neglected bed sheets collapse 
onto the bleached floor. Con-
strained by a body that 
refuses to respond, I fail 
to lift myself up in or-
der to recover any last 
remnants of hope. I feel 
exposed as doctors meet 
nurses who rush patients 
to their assigned rooms. 
A flash of blue passes in 
front of me as medics at-
tend to a coding patient. 
In a shadowed corner, 
I wait in silence. Un-
sure. My only 
company is 
wilted wallpaper. 
While I try to gath-
er my thoughts, the bed is 
shoved out from underneath 
me as a preoccupied nurse 
races by. Giving not more 
than a glance in my direction, 
the apathetic nurse mere-
ly winces as she turns back 
down the hallway. I tumble 

to the floor like a block of ice, land-
ing on my shoulder. In my mind, I 
writhe and surge in a delirious ef-
fort to regain a steady form, all the 
while slowly melting into the floor 
in rigid agony. Head resting acute-
ly against the wall, I dart my eyes 
around the packed hallway, hoping 

to be noticed. The hustle and 
bustle of big blue robes and 
black shoes cross my vi-
sion to taunt me endlessly. 

To wait is to suffer; to hope 
is too much. Nightfall, and 
my attention is drawn to a 
disfigured stuffed bear lying 
crooked under a nearby bed; 
it searches for breath as dust 

collects around it. Who knows 
how long it’s been down there, 

yet I am comforted by its mea-
ger presence. It too is neglected, 

and it speaks to me as I 
wait. Before finally shut-

ting my eyes, I see the crum-
pled sheets beside me. They 
drift over me as I am swept into 
limbo, sliding deeper and deep-
er into the reassuring darkness.
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